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The Notion Of Courtesy Within The Piratic Worldview
From a certain perspective, the notion of piracy, meaning the piratic worldview (weltbilt) is
constituted by the outcome of the nucleus assumption that, the human life, supposedly, it is a
mere commodity.
Consequently, there are a lot more than two kinds (sea-piracy and aero-piracy) of piracy.
Specifically, any domain of human life remains a potential field upon which, piracy could be
unfolded.
A characteristic example is related to cancer.
During our dominated by the contemporary settler-colonialism era, the, according to my opinion,
the profoundly criminal negligence of the members of the medical domain, in various countries,
of pronouncing not even a single word, neither, about the on going genocide of the so-called
“psychiatry” (the so-called “psychiatry” is profoundly a pseudo-science and as such it has no
right to destroy innocent civilians), nor, about the on-going genocide of the so-called “alzheimer”
(the effects of the so-called “alzheimer” and the effects of the microwave cooking of meat,
profoundly and almost totally coincide, while criminals may hold gate-keeping roles related to
the so-called “treatment” of this so-called “neurological desease”), proves the fact that, the
medical domains at these specific countries, including Greece, have been totally criminalised.
As the domains, of, the pharmaceutical industry, of the pharmaceutical distribution network and
of the medical research, they do process information adequate to uncover, and consequently to
expose publicly any illegitimacy within the medical domain, these additional domains, at the
above mentioned countries, they can be nothing else than, also criminalised.
Currently, there is no provision, within the civilised countries of our world for obstructing
criminals to infilitrate within the socially sensitive domains of, medical research (the researchers
gain knowledge of how to deliberately cause cancer to any living organism) and food chain
(anyone who handles food or drinks could, potentially, contaminate it with cancer-causing
chemical or radiological substances). Therefore, the citizens of the civilised countries remain
totally exposed to the threat of criminally enforced to them the horror of cancer.
The hospitals which are parts of a criminalised medical domain remain perfect instrumental
means for involuntarily implanting claustrum-manipulating electronic brain implants to
unsuspected civilians.
If and when, piracy is left to criminalise the above domains of a victimised Nation, the pirates, in
order to monetarily capitalise their citizens’ lives:
- they shall involuntarily implant with claustrum-manipulating, electronic brain implants as much
unsuspected civilians as they can.
- they shall deliberatelly cause to them cancer.
- they shall demand from them to resign from their human rights in order to be murdered slowly,
by being (just) treated (and not cured) with proprietary and insanely expensive,
cancer-medicines that are being mixed with brain-destroying, neurotoxic chemicals, while the
pirates shall gain enormous monetary profits and they shall degrade the corresponding citizen
to a mere commodity eligible for any kind of illegitimate exploitation.
- in case that the victims refuse to resign from their human rights, they shall, illegitimately, be
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declared as alleged “suicidal” cases thus they shall be, again, slowly murdered within a
so-called “mentall institution”, while the pirates shall gain enormous monetary profits from
selling expensive so-called “psychiatric medicines” and so-called “psychiatric services”.
Concluding, I believe that, courtesy, within the piratic worldview, means the offering, on the
pirates behalf and towards the victimised citizens, the chance to choose between two distinct
ways of becoming slowly murdered; while having been resigned from his or hers human rights
and while having, the human rights kept.
Christos Boumpoulis
economist
P.S.: The fact that, a vast majority of the citizens of victimised, by the contemporary piracy,
countries, literary, compete with each others, through using piracy-owned telecomunication
channels, about who is going to willingly expose more of his own sensitive personal information
to the pirates; and who is going to transfer more of his own human rights to the existing piratic
organisational forms, is probably going to be, on behalf of historians of the future, either, an
interesting research-object, or, a rather bitter subject for joking to each others.
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